
Ho-Ho-Holiday Spending 

Bank of America released data last week showing that consumers are 
still spending –despite the rise in interest rates and high inflation. 
This was further confirmed with last week’s retail data that said, 
with a seasonal adjustment, sales were 1.3% for October. 
Consumers are spending down savings and adding to credit, a 
trend we expect to carry into holiday shopping. But as we’ve 
opined previously, expect a bifurcated outcome for retail, with high 
end luxury and the discounters doing well, while the mid-tier players 
see a mixed bag of results. So, Retail is good for now… but we expect 
underperformance in early 2023.

No BS About J-O-B-S

Why are consumers still spending despite inflation, the rate hikes and 
the looming recession? It’s because they’ve got jobs. Strong 
employment data is supporting the healthy consumer spending; 
initial jobless claims remain low.

This is not helpful to the Fed, though, who wants (needs!) 
unemployment to rise to near 5% as part of their plan to stamp out 
inflation. They also want to temper the wealth effect, meaning, they 
want consumers to feel less confident about the value of their assets 
(which drives spending behavior). For the Fed, a little financial 
insecurity is a weapon against inflation. As a result, we can expect 
housing to be down and both stocks and bonds to remain under 
pressure. (There’s that earworm again.)

Getting the Rally Right

November and December seasonals are bullish for the stock market, 
and a rally is further supported by falling yields from 10-year 
Treasuries. From a peak of 4.2% on October 24, Treasuries have fallen 
to 3.7%, pushing stocks higher. Rates could drop to as low as 3.5% – 
allowing the rally to continue and lifting the S&P 500 to 4150 
(currently under 4000).

But here’s the kicker: most of the seasonal rally is already 
baked in (because it started earlier than it would traditionally 
– in October). Therefore, it’s possible that December will actually 
open weaker than seasonally expected. This would be a 
countertrend and not what most investors are looking for. So with 
that piece of coal in your stocking, expect December volatility as well.

Week of November 21, 2022  
>

Capitol Gridlock

As expected, the Republicans took the House, setting up what will be two years of government gridlock. 
But remember: equity markets like gridlock. Still, with interest rates highly likely to continue to rise, we 
can expect both stocks and bonds to remain under pressure until the Fed pivots. Cue Bowie & Queen!

Earnings and all the Trimmings

According to FactSet, 91% of companies in the S&P 500 have 
reported their Q3 earnings. Winners have gotten rewarded 
handsomely, losers have gotten spanked painfully. Specifically: 
FactSet measured prices two days prior earnings announcements 
and two days post announcements. If a company beat estimates, 
the stock went up an average of 2.4%. If a company missed 
estimates, the stock went down an average of 3.5%.

Earnings forecasts for 2023 must come down, in our view.  In 
fact, in a recession, the normal decline is in the 20%-30% range. 
But here’s the problem: according to Refinitiv consensus earnings 
for the S&P 500 says $220 dollars for 2022 and $231 dollars for 
2023. That’s an increase – movement in the wrong direction! 
If we’re going into a recession, earnings still need to be cut. 
Carve the turkey, cut down your own tree – but we need an axe 
taken to these estimates for next year!

Tasty Leftovers

This week, the focus will be on durable goods and housing data, 
which should set the tone for the end of month. Then all eyes 
will be on the parade of year-end reports with their predictions for 
2023 and targets for the S&P 500.

The good news is that there’s always an upside bias rallying 
into a holiday, so have a great week… and HAPPY THANKSGIVING.

Mary Ann Bartels
Chief Investment Strategist

We’ll keep shopping ourselves for data that matters and ideas that will 
help your clients prepare for what lies beyond the holidays.

Mary Ann Bartels
Chief Investment Strategist
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Wed.

Thu.

Fri.

Calendar

Mon. 8:30 a.m.     Chicago Fed national activity index
Earnings:   Agilent, Dell Technologies, J.M. Smucker, Jacobs Engineering, Li Auto, Urban Outfitters, 
Weber, Zoom Video

Tue.

None Scheduled
11:00 a.m.    Real household credit/mortgage debt 
Earnings:    Best Buy, HP, American Eagle Outfitters, Analog Devices, Autodesk, Baidu, Burlington Stores, 
Canadian Solar, Dick's Sporting Goods, Dollar Tree, Guess?, Jack In The Box, Medtronic, Nordstrom, 
Vipshop, VMware

8:30 a.m.     Durable goods orders, Core capital equipment orders, Initial jobless claims 
9:45 a.m.     S&P U.S. Manufacturing & U.S. Services PMI
10:00 a.m.    New home sales, UMich Consumer sentiment & 5-year inflation
2:00 p.m.     FOMC minutes
Earnings:  Deere, SentinelOne

Thanksgiving Holiday

None Scheduled

Source: MarketWatch/Kiplinger's
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